Introduction
In 1936, the danish ophthalmologist Ehlers first described what was later by Stuart & Burian called the "crowding effect" as we define it today. Ehlers noted that in the acuity charts in use some children and adults had particular difficulties recognizing the optotype when other optotypes were close by.
A natural paradigm to study that effect would thus be measuring the recognizability of a letter surrounded by others.
In a rather different strain of thought, the German Gestalt psychologist Korte (1923) earlier described the perceptual phenomena of reading in indirect vision.
His introduction reads rather contemporary:
For a long time the prejudice was prevailing that indirect, compared to direct vision, is imperfect and irrelevant, and only very slowly the insight of the fundamental importance of seeing sidelong has prevailed. In 1889 Kirschmann has shown that in reading the individual letters are not fixated one ofter the other but that the fixation point jumps, which means that most letters are seen extrafoveally only. (Korte 1923) This 1 st phase of the perceptual process thus brings about a notion of the most general characteristics of the sensation as a whole, i.e. for example roundedness, angularity, obscurity, length etc.
In his 64-page paper Korte describes the perceptual process of reading letters and words as happening in three phases from which he extracts general perceptual rules.
The first and second phase are of interest to us.
The 2 nd phase is the emergence of detail. Korte describes it most extensively
The 2 nd phase sets in when, out of the change of sensations, something characteristic singles itself out, be it right or wrong. Now, winged by phantasy, the "Gestaltungsdrang" sets in (desire of figuration) and creates, from the clearly perceived and the diffusely remaining, the image of a character.
Strasburger & Malania. ECVP 2008 2nd phase: floating of details ("features") It has already been mentioned that the perceptions are extraordinarily wavering. They do not keep still for their regard but are permanently moving. This goes as far as that subjects frequently speak of a "dance". Particularly erratic are the horizontal strokes, the ticks, the arches etc. They aimlessly buzz around, so to say. One minute up, next minute down, then right … Strasburger & Malania. ECVP 2008 2nd phase: floating of whole characters
In the (perception of) words, to the fleetingness of the constituent elements the bouncing of whole characters is added. Firm localization of detail is extremely difficult; it is possible, at most, for the first and, less so, for the last letter. … With "kä" subject R reported "Two dancing manikins" … "Two "o" that jig about." … "The whole word jumps" "It is as if there is a pressure on both sides of the word that tends to compress it. Then the stronger, i.e. the more salient or dominant letters, are preserved and they quasi 'squash' the weaker, i.e. the less salient letters, between them."
2nd phase: "f) perceptual shortening" (Levi, 2008, cites Characteristics of false localizations (source confusion) • Cue has no impact on source confusion! • Source confusion decreases with flanker distance (obvious) • Source confusion increases with eccentricity and occur at larger flanker distances.
• Critical distance is 80% of eccentricity, max at 20% ecc. • Up to ~40% source confusion
